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ABSTRACT*

Frequency selective amplifiers with high selectivity and

good desensitivity may be realized in silicon integrated circuit

form by making use of the frequency translation principle. The

amplifiers thus realized have a number of desirable properties

which distinguish them from selective amplifiers based on other

active-RC techniques. In particular, the gain, bandwidth and

center frequency are virtually independent and consequently,

the passband of the amplifier may be made very narrow without

impairing its sensitivity.

The system consists of two identical channels, each of

which contain two analog multipliers, to perform the frequency

translation, and a lowpass filter whose passband is translated

up to the center frequency of the system. The outputs of the

two channels are summed in an amplifier to form the required

output,and a local oscillator, whose frequency becomes the

center frequency of the system, provides the signal needed for

the frequency translation. Previously reported realisations of

this system used periodic switches, instead of analog mult

ipliers, to perform frequency translation, but such real

izations suffer from a number of disadvantages with respect to

frequency range and noise performance. The realizations

reported here have been made possible by the development of

an integrated bipolar transistor analog multiplier with a wide

frequency range of operation and well-defined transfer
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characteristics. The characterization of this multiplier is

described in detail.

The design of and performance of the selective amplifier

in integrated form is developed on the basis of the charact

eristics of the individual functional blocks and particular

attention is paid to the sensitivity aspects of its perfor

mance. It is shown that the use of an overall negative-

feedback loop results in the reduction of the temperature

sensitivity of most performance parameters, and a method is

described for compensating balance-drift of the analog

multipliers. A very low drift sensitivity is thereby obtained.

In cases where the long tine-constants of the lowpass stages

are beyond the range of simple monolithic resistance-

capacitance combinations, alternative realizations using hybrid

construction or monolithic multiplied-capacitance techniques

are described.

Three prototype amplifiers, using integrated functional

blocks have been constructed and their measured performances

support the theoretical predictions. One of the realizations,

using a negative feedback loop, achieves a stable Q of 600

at a 1.6 Mc/s center frequency.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The integrated selective amplifier problem.

The problem of realizing stable, highly selective bandpass

characteristics in electronic circuits, without using inductors

or electromechanical elements is a familiar one and many

possible solutions have been suggested. Although there are

many instances in discrete-component circuitry where RC selec

tive amplifiers are useful, the challenge, in recent years, of

realizing a wide variety of electronic functions in semi

conductor.integrated circuits has motivated increased activity

in this area. Numerous solutions have been proposed, which are

both compatible with the limitations of integrated circuits and

also exploit their virtues; and although none is attractive in

all respects, these proposals represent significant progress.

There are three categories into which selective amplifier

schemes may be divided; namely,

(a) linear, active RC circuits,

(b) active RC circuits incorporating one or more nonlinear

elements*, and

(c) electromechanical systems.

* For the purposes of this classification, the analog multi
plier is regarded as a nonlinear element, although it may
perform "linear multiplication".
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Class (b) contains the frequency translation systems which

are the main subject of this thesis and which will be intro

duced in Chap. 2. Classes (a) and (c) are considered briefly

here and the reader is also referred to the broad survey

presented by Newell , with the caution that this field is

changing quite rapidly.

1.2 Linear active RC circuits.

The largest class of integrated selective amplifiers is,

in terms of research activity, the linear active RC type. In

treating these circuits it is convenient to make a distinction

between those which contain one or more explicit feedback

paths, and those which contain elements such as the negative-
p

immittance-convertor (NIC). It is possible, though not always

convenient, to model the implicit feedback mechanisms of the

second type in such a way as to conform with those of the

first. But regardless of the circuit model used, these

circuits may be treated together in terms of a complex frequ

ency-plane display of their Laplace-transformed transfer

characteristics, i.e. the s-plane. In this way, most of the

essential properties of such circuits are made-obvious.

The main goal in a selective amplifier design can be

stated, in terms of the s-plane, as the realization of a

system transfer function containing pairs of complex conjugate

poles, which lie close to the imaginary axis in the left half

plane and whose positions in the plane are stable with resrect
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to changes in all sensitive parameters of the circuit.

Passive RC networks have transfer functions containing real

negative poles and may have real or complex conjugate zeros.

Combinations of these networks with linear active elements and

feedback loops are then used to generate transfer functions

with the required complex-conjugate poles. Of the two aspects

of this problem - that of obtaining poles in the desired

positions and that of stabilizing their positions - the latter

is generally the more difficult.

The block diagrams of Fig. 1.1 (a) and (b) show two

typical linear active RC systems: a single-loop feedback

type and a negative-imraittance-converter t5'pe. In the first,

the forward path consists of two active, frequency-independent

gain blocks A-, and Ap with a passive RC network N . The

feedback path contains a second RC network N?. In the second

circuit, an NIC is placed between two passive RC two-ports Y.

and Y4 , The interaction between these networks through the

NIC may be arranged to provide complex conjugate poles.

We now consider the four typical root-locus plots presented

in Fig. 1.2. These represent the variation of transfer function

pole positions for a given circuit as a suitable gain parameter

is varied. In general, they may be produced by either of the

two schemes given above.

The first example, (a), is typical of a potentially

unstable circuit, for example, an RC oscillator adjusted

below the threshold of oscillation. Since the complex pole

pair may be set arbitrarily close to the imaginary axis, very
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high selectivity is possible. However, the pole positions

in such a case are usually very sensitive to active and passive

device parameter changes. Case (b) is a special case repres

enting a transition between potentially unstable and uncondit

ionally stable systems. The presence of any excess phase-

shift in such a circuit will distort the locus from the ideal

ized straight line shown and, depending on its sign, will

raise or lower the selectivity. This, again is a very sensitive

arrangement.

Cases (c) and (d) provide similar control over pole

positions, but also enable the sensitivity to be reduced. The

zeros shown are complex "phantom" zeros which are introduced

in the feedback path of a circuit, e.g. Np of Fig. 1.1(a),

but do not appear in the closed-loop transfer function.

These zeros stabilize the position of the complex pole pairs

for large loop gains and reduce their dependence on active

device parameters. The (c) case suffers from two

disadvantages, however. For high selectivity applications,

the realization of complex zeros with small real parts

requires careful adjustment of the network which produces

them and their positions are, of course, sensitive to passive

4 5
parameter values." In addition, the large loop-gains required

*

for high selectivity place heavy demands on the forward-path

amplifier. Finally, case (d) provides a method for the

simultaneous optimization of selectivity and sensitivity. This

property is obtained by incorporating into a system sufficiently

many degrees of freedom., in the form of extra feedback and
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feedforward loops. A portion of the root-locus lies closer to

the imaginary axis than the complex conjugate zeros and the

closed-loop poles are placed at points in this region where the

first-order sensitivity of their positions is zero. Sensitivity

6 7
results reported for this technique ♦ are, at present,

considerable better than those obtained with other RC schemes.

To summarize these comments, the characteristics of the

linear active RC circuits are that they tire relatively simple

in terms of component requirements and may, in most cases, be

realized in monolithic integrated form. It is sometimes

advantageous, however, to resort to hybrid construction so that

precision thin-film resistors and capacitors may be used for

critical components. The tuning of these circuits is difficult

because their gain, bandwidth and center frequency, as well as

their respective sensitivities, are usually inter-related. The

realization of Q-values above 50 with good desensitivity has

been shown by many workers to be very difficult, but the limit

ations existing at very high center frequencies have not been

thoroughly investigated.

1.3 Electromechanical systems.

The use of electromechanical resonant elements in selective

amplifiers precludes conventional monolithic construction, but

raises a number of attractive possibilities. For example,

studies of the "sandwich" structure, in which a resonant quartz

plate is mounted on a stack of quartz wafers, each one quarter
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wavelength thick at the resonant frequency , have shown that

this structure enables filters to be rigidly attached to

substrates without introducing significant damping. Another

approach, which is based on the principle of energy trapping,

makes use of the surface-loading produced by evaporated metal

electrodes on a quartz wafer. These confine resonant modes to

the regions of the electrodes, thereby enabling a number of

1 ft
filter elements to be formed in a single wafer. '

i

Piezoelectric elements such as these are not useful at very

low frequencies, however, because the elastic wavelengths

require physical dimensions to be nmch larger than those

normally encountered in microcircuits.

Another device which is currently being studied is the

q in
resonant gate field-effect transistor. ' This is basically

a metal-oxide-silicon transistor (MOST) without the conventional

gate electrode. The gate in this case is a beam of tungsten

or electro-formed gold which is cantilever-mounted at one or

both ends so that it stands a small distance above' the oxide

surface. A suitable signal applied between the gate and

channel excites a resonance in the beam by electrostatic force.

The motion of the beam, in turn, modulates the channel

conductivity by charge induction, thus providing a feedback

path. At present these devices require large polarizing

voltages and exhibit rather poor selectivity, but an

improvement in performance may be expected.
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RC systems.
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CHAPTER 2. THE FREQUENCY TRANSLATION FILTER

2.1 Principle of operation.

Frequency translation is a very fundamental and long-

established technique in communication systems, and the

historical development of ideas which led to the superhetero

dyne receiver and the synchronous detector is also respon

sible for the technique to be described here. This technique

differs from the superheterodyne and synchronous detector in

some respects, however. The "image-frequency" phenomenon is

absent, in comparison with the former, and in the second case

the necessity for maintaining a phase relation between the

input frequency and local oscillator signal - a characteristic

of the synchronous detector - is absent in the frequency

translation filter.

A two-channel frequency translation filter was described

12
by Barber in 1947-and system considered here is the same

in principle. Early proposals such as this one, however,

suggested no efficient way in which the frequency translations

could be performed, and it is therefore a primary purpose

of this thesis to consider this question. During recent years,

the theory of time-varying networks has seen considerable

development and a particular member of this class, the periodic
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13
switch , is of interest here because it provides one of the

possible ways of performing the required type of frequency

translation. 4 In I960, Franks and Sandberg15 presented a

theory of the general frequency translation filter shown

schematically in Fig. 2.1. This consists of N identical

channels, each of which contains two ideal analog multipliers

M, to perform the frequency translation, and a real, time-

invariant, linear network with a time-domain impulse response

h(t). The multipliers are driven at their second inputs

by periodic signals p(t) and q(t) as shown. The period of

these signals is T = 27T/W , where (j becomes the center

frequency of the filter passband. The p and q inputs are

shifted in phase between adjacent channels by an amount

*£= T/N.

In general, p and q are not sinusoidal and it has been

15
shown y that if they are decomposed into complex Fourier

components,
+00

m=-oo

+oo

*(*> B 2 Qnexp(j<unt)
n--oo

the system transfer function F(s) is given by

(2.1)

00

2
n=-®

P(s) = N 2 P^Q^s-jrO ) (2*2)

where H(s) =£Jh(t)J and s is the complex frequency variable.
From (2.°) v/a see that the system transfer function

consists of a spectral array of images of the basic transfer

function H(s), centered on those harmonics of UJ for which
o
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P Q is non-zero.' This is illustrated by Fig. 2.2, in which
—n n

|F(jrt)|is plotted up to the fourth harmonic of Oq, for a given

H(j<*>). The particular case of this general system which concerns

us here is the case where H(s) is a lowpass function and the

input and output of the system are band-limited so that a

simple bandpass characteristic F(s) = H(s-j4>Q) + H(s+J£jQ) is

obtained. In this form, the system has been studied by a

number of workers who have used periodically switched gates to

n,. , . 15-18.
approximate the multiplying process.

These periodic switching realizations suffer from a

number of practical disadvantages, although they satisfy the

theoretical requirements as outlined above. In the first

place, the finite switching speed of the gates has been found

to limit the center frequency of the system to values of

100 kc/s or less. Furthermore, the transients produced by

these gates contribute significantly to noise in the system.

A minimum of three channels is necessary to realize the

required bandpass function and the circuitry needed for the

generation of the appropriate gate-drive waveforms is exten

sive. Since periodic gating is equivalent to analog multip

lication with a pulse train, we see that this technique

produces images of the passband at harmonics of the desired

center frequency. (See Fig. 2.2.) It is therefore necessary

to incorporate extensive filtering circuitry.

The frequency translation filter could be synthesized in

a more direct way if the driving functions p and q were pure

sinusoids and the analog multipliers could be realized in

practice. In order to do this, an integrated analog multiplier
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has been developed and is described in Chap. 3. The system

which has thus been realized is the priciple subject of this

thesis. It will be seen that the behavior of this system

conforms more closely with the theoretical model described

above and greatly reduces the problems associated with the

periodic switching realizations. At the same time, the

characteristic advantages of the frequency translation filter

are retained; namely, the virtual independence of gain, band

width and center frequency. This independence enables stable,

highly selective bandpass systems to be realized in integrated

circuit form.

2.2 A prototype selective amplifier.

The system to be described here is shown schematically in

Fig. 2.3 and is a special case of the general filter of Fig. 2.1.

Note that only two channels are used, in contrast to the

minimum of three for the switching version, and the reason for

using two will become apparent from (2.5) below. Each channel

consists of two analog multipliers, assumed linear in the

initial analysis, and a lowpass filter H with a bandwidth^,..
o

A local oscillator provides a sinusoidal signal at a frequency

<oQ. which is separated into two quadrature components by an

RC phase-shift network and applied to the multipliers as shown.

The two channels have identical transfer functions in the ideal

case. The outputs of the two channels are summed at the input

of an amplifier A which incorporates a simple highrass filter

to attenuate undesired low-frequency components and a simple
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notch filter to attenuate the small amount of second harmonic

distortion produced, in practice, by the output multipliers.

Each of the analog multipliers is characterized by two

transfer coefficients P and Q which are defined as follows. If

the two inputs to a multiplier are x and y, the output is defined

as 2Pxy + Qx so that P is the transfer coefficient for the

product terra and Q gives the magnitude of the direct transfer of

input x. In an ideal multiplier Q is zero, but in the type of

multiplier to be used it is non-zero. Expressions for P and Q

in terms of circuit parameters are given in (3.15) and (3.26).

In the following, these coefficients are given subscripts to

identify them with a given multiplier, e.g. P -,, Q , are the

coefficients of multiplier M ,.

To illustrate the operation of the system, we consider a

simple input signal v = V. sinw.t and use the signal and

phasing notation of Fig. 2.3. The output of M . is thus found

to be:

val -•FaiVi«C«<»(V4i)t-008<VH)t] +QalVlm8in*4t (?'3)

If Co is close toUA and the bandwidth of H(j<J),o., is much less
1 O D

than i# , the high-frequency terras in (2.3) are attenuated to

a negligible level, leaving:

va2-HaD>(Vwi>] PalVim008^o-H>* <2-*>

The corresponding signal in channel (b) is of the same form but

90 out of phase. When these two signals are applied to their

respective output multipliers and the outputs are summed, the



resultant signal is:

v3 ~VJPalPa2Ha[«^o"H»]+ rblPb2Hb [* (V"i >] ) *inV
+Vim(PalPa2Ha I? (V^i 3"• PblPb2Hb [* <V °i }] } Bln<2V«l}t
+ F [(^-U^t]

(2.5)

The low-frequency sinusoidal term ^[(to - (0±)t\ is removed by
the highpass network in the summing amplifier. The coefficient

of the second term is zero if the transfer functions of the

two channels are exactly matched and under these conditions the

system response is given by the first term only.

If (2.5) is now recalculated without assuming that the

high-frequency terms in (2.3) are negligible, the following

general system transfer function K(s) is obtained:

K(s) = 2AP1P2[H(s-j^o) +H(s+j^)o)J (2.G)

where K(s) is defined to include the summing amplifier gain

A and has been simplified by the assumptions: P 1 = P,, = p ,

Pa2 = ^2 = p2 an<* **a = **b = **' This expression is seen to be

analogous to (2.2) for the case F_nQn=0 for all n / +1,-1.

If we consider a simple example in which H(s) = H /(sp,+l),

K(s) becomes a transfer function with a complex conjugate pole

pair at s = -p, t jo and a real zero at s = -p,. The response

of this system is therefore a conventional second-order bandpass

function, with a bandwidth of 2p, and a center frequency id .

In the following chapters the analysis and design of this

system are examined in detail, with particular reference to its
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realization in integrated circuit form. The individual

functional blocks, i.e. analog multipliers, lowpass stagey,

oscillator phase-shift network and summing amplifier are

treated separately. The results obtained are then used to

characterize the performance of the system when realized with

real, rather than ideal components.
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CHAPTER 3.- THE ANALOG MULTIPLIER

3.1 Choice of circuit.

Four analog multipliers are used in the frequency-

translation filter and it is desirable that these should be

simple in terms of component and fabrication requirements.

The choice of a suitable circuit, therefore, depends partly on

this factor and also on how closely its operation conforms to

the transfer characteristic defined above in Sec. 2.2. That is,

if x and y are the two inputs, the output should contain a

term k-jXy, where k, is constant over a wide range of

frequencies and signal levels. This defines linear multiplic

ation. For this application, the presence of additional terms

of the form kpX and k^y is permissible, since these terms nay

be.separated or cancelled in the system; but terms proportional

2 2
to x or y are undesirable. Two familiar semiconductor

devices have suitable properties for analog multiplication:

the field-effect transistor (FET), in which the channel

conductance is a function of both gate and drain voltage below

pinch-off, and the bipolar transistor (BJT) in which the trans-

conductance is a function of emitter current.* Circuits using

* There are other devices such as the four-terminal transistor

and the Hall-effect plate v/hich possess the multiplying property,
but these are not suitable for this application since they
cannot be realized simply in diffused monolithic circuits.
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these devices are now examined in the light of the above

criteria.

Applications of the FET multiplier have been described in

iq 20
the literature ' in terms of the circuit shown in Fig. 3.1.

One input is applied as a differential signal (VG1 - Vr?)

between the two gate electrodes and the other as a differential

drain voltage (V^ - Vjv?).* The common source current is

sampled by the small resistor R to provide the output signal
s

Vo. Below pinch-off, the drain current of an FET is approx-
21

imated by:

ID* G(Vp + VG - Vj/2)VD (3.1)

where G is a constant parameter, Vp is the pinch-off voltage

and the gate and drain voltages are measured with respect to

the source. Using this expression and denoting by the

subscripts 1 and 2 the parameters of CK and Q2, we find;

V0/Es*Gl(VG1-Va2)(Vm-VD2) ♦ (VD1-VD2)(GlVpl-G2Vp2)

+ <VDl-VD2><Va2)VG2 •"• (VD1-VD2>2(G1-G2>/2 (3.2)

In terms of the notation introduced at the beginning of this

section, we identify the first term as k,xy, the sum of the

second and third as k«x, (note that kp is dependent on VG2)
p

and the fourth term as the undesired distortion term x . A

more accurate characterization of the device reveals .small

* An alternative mode of operation in which the second input
is applied as a differential drain current has also been con
sidered, but leads to a similar result to the one derived here.
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higher-order distortion terms as well. To minimize the distor

tion, therefore, the characteristics of the two devices should

be closely matchedj i.e. G, - Gp, Vpi - Vpp. It has also
19been shown ^ that second-order distortion terms are reduced by

minimizing the ratio (vGi+vg2^VP1+VP2^
A consideration of these factors, together with the

performance data reported in Ref. 19 and the present difficulty

of fabricating high-frequency integrated FET pairs with closely

matched parameters, has led to the development of a bipolar

transistor multiplier for this application. The characteris

tics of this circuit are described in the following sections

and the reasons for preferring it (e.g., low distortion, a

well-defined transfer function and operation at high frequen

cies ) will become apparent. It is possible, nevertheless,

that the objections to the FET scheme may be overcome in the

future.

3.2 The bipolar transistor multipliers low-frequency
characterization.

The bipolar transistor analog multiplier, shown schemat

ically in Fig. 3.2, is seen to resemble closely the conven

tional differential pair configuration. Both (npn) transistors

and their associated resistors are assumed to be fabricated by

adjacent diffusions in a single silicon chip. The two input

signals are the differential base voltage V-, and the emitter

signal current I , while the output is taken as the differen-

tial collector voltage VQ. To bias the two transistors in
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their linear operating regions, a dc emitter current Iv, is

also supplied. In this representation, the resistors RR1 and

RB2 have values which include both the source resistance and

the internal base resistance of the transistors.

For these conditions of source and load, two gain

parameters are defined: the emitter-to-collector current

gain a.j. and the base-to-collector current gain a® for each

of the transistors Q1 and Q2. It is assumed that these are

constant over the operating current range of the circuit.

In terms of more familiar parameters, a® and a!? are equal,

respectively, to the p, and ctf of the transistors for the special

case of short-circuit collector load. The frequency dependence

of these parameters limits the frequency range of operation

of the multiplier and, as will be seen below, the dominant

effect is due to a*. Since this section is concerned with

low-frequency characterization, it will be assumed that all

signal frequencies are such that these parameters take their

dc values.

At this point, a subscript convention is defined which is

used throughout the remainder of this chapter: all parameters

of Q1 are labelled with a subscript 1 and those of Qp with 2.

The absence of a subscript implies either a parameter which is

not identified with a particular device, or one which is

averaged between the two sides.

We now postulate that the I-V characteristics of the

emitter-base junctions are given by the simple diode law:

IE = IEoe:<p(qVB£AT) (3.3)
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in which I„ is a parameter related to the emitter saturation

current. From Fig. 3.2 we note that:

VBE1 " VBE2 = Vl + IB2Ri32 ~ -^Al (3.4a)

-v IC2RB2 IB1RB1
1 e "* e

aI2 aIl (3.4b)

and thus, from (3.3) amd (3.4a):

*E1 " JE2 =^ol^^BEl^C1 -exPf(Vl+IB2RB2-IblRBl-G)^
(3.5)

where Q is defined by exp(q©/kT) = IEo2/I]20i* At the collector

node, the output voltage VQ is related to the differential

emitter current by:

•Vo =^l^l " RL2IC2 = aIlRLlIEl " aI2RL2IE2 (3.6)

Therefore, from (3.5)» (3.6) and the continuity relation:

*E1+*E2=IF+Ie* the following is obtained:

V =a* R (I +I )1"eXPl>(Vl+IB2RB2- % RB1 ~8"^AT]
0 n L1 * el+exp[-(V1+IB2RB2- 1B1HB1 -OhATj

h h (3-7)
where 0 is defined by exp(qjfl/kT) = al2RL2/aIlRLl*

The exponents in the numerator and denominator of (3.7)

differ only by the parameter 0 which is a measure of the load

and gain imbalance between the two transistors. If these

quantities are closely mntched, J0, and therefore the difference

between the two exponents, becomes small so that (3.7) may be
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rewritten as:

Vo " aiiRLi(VIe)tanh(qVi/2kT) (3#8)

in which V' is the effective input voltage to the nmltiplier.

It is defined as:

Vi "Vl + JB2RB2 ~ XB1RB1 "Q-* (3-9)

so that it takes into account the voltage drop across the

R 's and also represents as an equivalent input offset voltage

(Q+fl) the total effect of imbalance in the circuit.

If the argument of the tanh function in (3.8) is small

compared with 1, the function may be approximated by the first

term of its power series expansion. Thus, (3.6) becomes:

VQ * a^RL(IE+Ie)(q/2kT)VJ[ (3.10)

in which a^ and RL are mean values for C^ and Q2. This last
approximation is correct to within % for |V.[| ^ 20 mV and to

10& for |V•| 4: 28 mV. From (3.10) we see tlvrt the circuit

forms the analog product between the effective input voltage

V1 and the emitter signal current I . In addition, the output
1 e

contains a term proportional to *${% *n which 1^ is constant.

The presence of the latter term, however, does not constitute

a problem in this application.

To bring out more clearly the relation between V1 and VJ,

(3.4b), (3.6) and (3.10) are used to obtain:

Y [i +2l- — (I_,.+IJlOl = a^RT(Ip+I-)(q/2IcT)(V1-©-0) -
oL e ~rp ji e j3J 1 i. r. e 1

aI t"'vi (3.11)
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Ideally, the coefficient of V on the left side should be close
o

to unity.and the following design constraint is therefore

imposed:

b
u a

e UK+Ie)HB<<1 (3'1?)aj 2'iT ij e J)

In practice this coefficient is greater than unity and contains

a time-varying component arising out of the sinusoidal nature

of I . (I is the local oscillator input when the multiplier

is used in the selective amplifier). Typical numerical values

of the circuit parameters, taken from the realization of Chap. 6,

are:

a* = 0.98, a® = 50, q/2kT = 19.2 V"1 (at T = 300°K),
RB = 100 ohm, RL = 1,400 ohm, 1^ = 4 mA, I = 2 mA pk-pk.

The mean value of the coefficient of V in (3.11) is found to

be 1.16 and may be made closer to unity by the reduction of I,-,

and Rjg. The parameters Q and 0 measure the mismatch between the

two sides of the multiplier which results from random variations

in integrated circuit processing. For an extreme case of 20^

mismatch between all respective circuit parameters we find,

from the definitions following (3.5) and (3.7): 0, 0 = ± 4.5 rav.

In the following calculations it will be assumed that

(3.12) is satisfied by design and the low-frequency transfer

function given by (3.11) is now used to characterize the oper

ation of the multiplier in the selective amplifier.

When used as an input multiplier, the circuit is assumed

to have a differential base input signal V\ = V. sin(^\t+V) + V ,
* *- 1 1m v 1 T r'

where V is an externally applied dc offset used for balancing.



The emitter current signal is I =1 sinwt. From H.9)
e em o

and condition (3.12) the effective input voltage is:

24.

Vl = Vimsjn(6Jit +̂ ) + Vr - (°+^) (3.13)

Substitution into (3.11) gives:

Vo -Po{VimOOR [(VVM]-VimC0P L(V^,t+^]+^V(0+*3 Sin^}
+Q0{v.msin(/x>it-fTj.) +Vr -(8+j3)] (3.14)

in which P and (D are low-frequency values of the transfer
oo

coefficients defined previously in Sec. 2.2. They are

evaluated as:

Po = aIRL(qIem/4kT) and Qo = aiRL(qIE/2kT} (3.15)

Continuing with the numerical example cited above, we obtain

p *w 14 and CL *? 56. More accurate values, which take (3.12)
o o

into account are P = 12.1 and Q = 48.

When used as an output multiplier, the circuit has the

same emitter current input but the base signal is at the

differency frequency (w-u. ). However, the values of P and
o 1 o

Q are the same as in (3.15).

The terms in (3.14) which are proportional to (V -0-J?)

are unwanted output components arising out of imbalance in

the multiplier. If, at a given temperature, the multiplier

is balanced by setting V = Q+0f it is then important to know

how this balance point changes with temperature. To calculate
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this we assume that V may vary with temperature but that

the ratios ^v02^y0i an(* aT2RL^aIlRil, wllicn define 9 and #,

are constant with temperature. This is reasonable in view

of the earlier statement that the transistors and their loads

are fabricated together on the same silicon chip. The

following partial derivative, therefore, gives the balunce-

T
point sensitivity S, , expressed in terms of an equivalent

input drift voltage;

I h L

(3.16)

An analogous expression is found for the output components

proportional to P .

A case of particular interest here is where IL, is
h

produced by a constant voltage source in sei-ies with a diffused

resistor. It is apparent that, since 1., then has an equal

and opposite coefficient to the diffused resistor, the product

LpRL is virtually constant with temperature. Also, the

coefficient of a., is very small, so that the the first term

in (3.16) is negligible in this case. Furthermore, if we

assume that V is constant with temperature and that it

22
takes a typical value of 3 mV, the drift sensitivity is

approximately S, - 10 juV/°C. Eqn. (3.16) is used in Chap. 5

to determine the drift charactersitics of the total system.

In conclusion, we note a second-order effect which

arises out of i: "bal'..rice in the multipliers. If (3.8) is

represented as w - k tanh(v+u) , where v is the signal input
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and u is the dc imbalance term, this may be expanded as

w = k[(v+u) - •^t(v'hO + ]

=k[v(l-|u2+ ...) +u(l-|v2+..)*..] (3.17)

Because even powers of sinusoidal terms contain dc components,

it may be seen from the second term in this expression that

the output of the multiplier contains a dc component which

•varies with even powers of the input amplitude. Thus, the

balance point of the multipliers is sensitive to signal level.

Fortunately, it has been found experimentally that this effect

becomes important only near the overload point of the circuit,

i.e. Vn of the order 20 mV. The reduction of this effect

is largely a function of the high degree of parameter matching

attainable in monolithic structures.

3.3 High-frequency characterization.

The frequency dependence of the multiplier transfer

function, which is due to charge-storage effects in the

transistors, results in a reduction of the coefficients P and

Q at high frequencies, as well as a phase-shift which is not

predicted by the characterization of the previous section.

As a qualitative indication of the effect of frequency, we note

that a? decreases at high frequencies and that this increases

the coefficient of V in (3.11), leading to a reduction in

output. This argument is not sufficiently accurate, however,

and the following characterization is developed.
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In both the input and output multipliers the local

oscillator signal is applied at the emitter, while at the

bases the input siganl is at 6J. for the input multipliers and

at the differency frequency (o - O.) for the output mult

ipliers. The input multiplier case is treated first, and the

calculations are simplified somewhat by assuming initially

that (g). = toQ, i.e. the input signal is in the center of the

passband.

The base-to-collector current gain is represented by a

single dominant-pole approximation:

a?(0)

in which s is the complex frequency variable and T may be

measured or calculated from the hybrid-pi model, for Q-,

(or Qp) loaded by R.. With the multiplier exactly balanced,

i.e. V - Q - 0 = 0, (3.11) is rewritten in the form:

Vo =^VVV(q/2kT)CVl - VoVRLaI(s)} (3'19)

in which the relations given by (3.4b) and (3.6) h-we again

been used. From (3.18)» l/aT(s) is now interpreted as a

differential operator in the time domain and the last factor

in (3.19) becomes: Y± -V<)RB/RI|a® (0) - TQRB~|F[VQ/RLa®(0)] .
However, if condition (3.12) is satisfied, the second term

in this expression is negligible, leaving only the inrut

voltage and the time-dependent term.

To simplify the resulting form of (3.19), the following
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parameters are defined:

aX(<l/2M)IB =M (^ 2Q)

WAail0) = x

where it is seen that x is the normalized input and local

oscillator frequency variable. With these substitutions,

(3.19) reduces to:

dVn
V = M(l +/>sinr)(Vimsint - x^T") (3.21)

which can be rearranged into the standard form of a first-

order differential equation with variable coefficients:

y' + P(t)y = Q(t) (3.22)

22
This equation has an exact solution given by:

•y =exp(- jjp(t)dt) [c + J*Q(t)exp(- f*P(t)dt)dt] (3.23)

However, in this problem, the form of the integrands is such

that the solution cannot be obtained in closed form. There

fore an approximate method of solution is sought.

The output voltage is first approximated by the series

V = a + a.sinT + a0sin2t + bncost + bQcos2t (3.24)
O O 1 c. J- t

This is substituted into (3.21) and coefficients are compared.
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The following system of equations results:

1 0 0 -•gMpx 0

0 1 -Mpx -Mx 0

0 4Mpx 1 0 -2Mx

0 Mx 0 1 -Mpx

0 0 2Mx iMpx 1

*MPVim]
lm

0

0

-*MpVim

29.

/ (3.25)

We are interested here in the output at the difference frequency

(toq-W; )♦which is the dc term a since we have assumed that

0=0,. Its value is obtained by a Cramer*s rule solution

of (3.25) and the result is expressed as the value of the

frequency-dependent transfer coefficient P(4)Q) for a down-

conversion from u to^dc:
o

p(o j_p 1+(Mx)2(4+/>2/2)
0 ~ °1+(5+|p2KMx)2 + (IVIX)4(4-3P2+|P4^

(3*26)

Since this function varies only slowly with frequency over

the range of interest, it also represents the down-conversion

transfer coefficient for input-frequencies slightly different

from O0«

For the up-conversion mode, where the multiplier is

used at the output of a channel, the calculation is repeated.

The rather unexpected result is that the corresponding transfer

coefficient is identical with (3.26).

As a check on the accuracy of this approximate solutio-n,

an analog computer solution of the multiplier equation has

been performed. To set this up, it is necessary to make the

following minor approximation: (1+psintr)""1 £ (1-psinT) for

v>*?.-..-,v.'r ^^h%a>. »<•?.
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p«l. If is made small, it is seen from (3.26) that the

frequency dependence of the transfer coefficient becomes

insensitive to the value of f> , so that the making of this

approximation is justified. Accordingly, (3.21) is re

arranged and integrated to produce:

V_ ^
^ 1

Mx Jo^Vimsin't ~Vo(1~ sinY0dt (3-27)

The computer schematic for solving this is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The driving function fsinr is formed in the two integrators

and inverting amplifier at the top of the diagram, the computation

is dome in the second and third rows, while the last row forms

the time-average of VQ. Since this average is analogous to

aQ in the previous calculation, a plot of its variation

with Mx gives the required dependence of P(wo).

In Fig. 3.4 the solutions for P(<JQ) obtained by these

two methods are plotted as a function of the normalized

frequency Mx, for p= 0.25. In comparing the two curves it is

seen, that the approximate analytical solution gives a slightly

optimistic prediction of the frequency range for constant

P(WQ), but is sufficently accurate to provide a first-order

description.

If P(W0) is recalculated for a base input of V. cos/J t
o * im o

and denoted by P(^o,f/2), it is found that P(6>0,1T/2) = MxP(<0 ).

Therefore, for a general phase angle oC, between the base

signal at*oQ and the emitter signal at to , it follows that

the transfer coefficient is:

P(Oq,o() = P((Oo)(coso< + Mxsin*) (3.28)
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and the condition for this to be a maximum for a given Mx

is that c< = arctan(Mx). This result may be expressed as

follows. At high frequencies there is a phase-shift in the

multiplier owing to the base current flowing in R,.. In the

case where oQ = 0)^, the signal at the "internal" base nodes

of Q^ and Q2 lags the external base signal V1 by the phase

angle oC,as given. If this phase-shift is large, the multi

plier ceases to operate correctly in the system. By comparing

this phase data with the amplitude data of Fig. 3.4, we see

that both effects become important at similar frequencies.

From these considerations, therefore, an upper frequency

limit for correct multiplier operation is set at Mx = 0.2.

This condition is now related to the circuit parameters.

From (3.20), Mx = 0.2 corresponds to

a®(0)

° 1o6mitB

where gm = a^qlg/kT. As a numerical example we take the

following case:

l/2TTTo = 3.0 Mc/s, a®(0) =50, IE =4mA, Rp =50 ohm.
Substitution in (3.25) gives, for the maximum frequency,

7.5 Mc/s.*

3.4 Design considerations.

For correct multiplier operation, the transistors should

be operated in an emitter current range where their current

gains are not current-dependent. To ensure this, the amplitude

* The upper frequency limit for the multipliers of Chap.IT
is approximately 1.6 Mc/s.
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of the emitter signal current I should be somewhat less

than the bias current I£, although, if it is too small,

transfer gain is sacrificed unnecessarily. A good compromise

is obtained for I = 0.251-n. To minimize the contribution
em h \

of the I-nHj} terms in the transfer function, the emitter current

should be high enough to optimize the dc current gain of the

transistors but not so high as to violate inequality (3.12).

For similar reasons, R„ should be minimized. Since T increases

with collector load, because of the collector-base feedback

capacitance, the ac impedance of the load should be small.

For the case of the input multiplier, this may be attained

simply by incorporating the lowpass network into the load so

that a large shunt capacitance dominates.(See Fig. 4.1).

The emitter current sources may be realized by common-

emitter transistor stages or, as is the case here, by resistors.

It is sufficient that these resistors have a conductance

which is a tenth ( or less) of the g of the transistors.

The input multiplier bases may be driven by a single-ended

signal source .without appreciably affecting their operation,

provided that a capacitor is used for dc isolation. This

capacitor also attenuates and low-frequency components which

may be passed by the lowpass stage, As noted in Sec. 3.2,

it is normally necessary to provide a dc offset adjustment

either at the input or output of the input multipliers for

balancing each channel. Practical circuits are given in Chap.6.
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Figure 3.1 Balanced analog multiplier using field-
effect transistors.

Figure 3.2 Balanced analog multiplier using bipolar

transistors.

>< , JH,-.*,*'
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34.

All capacitors in /»!
All resistors in Mrx

(V )v o'ave

3.3 Analog computer schematic for solving:
= (l/Mx)j*(MV sint -Vo(l-fsin-t)]dt.
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CHAPTER 4. LINEAR CIRCUITRY.

4.1. The lowpass stage.

Both channels of the system contain lowpass amplifying

stages which, ideally, have equal characteristics. As we

have seen, the passband of the system is an image of these

lowpass characteristics. In principle, therefore, any

desired bandpass characteristic can be obtained by designing

these stages for the corresponding lowpass function. The

realization of very narrow-band filters is consequently only

dependent on the availability of suitably long time constants.

A restriction is made in this analysis to lowpass transfer

functions given by two real poles, since these provide

sufficient flexibility for most design goals of interest here

to be met.

With the exception of the means by which its long RC

time'constants are realized, the design of the lowpass stage

presents no special problems. The value of the midband gain

can influence the dynamic range of the system and this factor

is treated in Sec. 5.1 below. At this point it is sufficient

to know that the midband gain should lie in range 0.5 to 5 for

typical circuits, and that this can be obtained with one, or
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perhaps two, gain stages. The range for linear amplification

should be larger than the dynamic range of the multipliers, so

that it does not limit the response of the system. Furthermore,

the value of the gain should not be strongly dependent on

transistor parameters such as /3 which have, a wide production

tolerance. A configuration which may be simply designed to

meet these requirements is shown in Fig. 4.1 and its midband

gain is:

H(0)" VVVA'V^) VVWK "-1'

where r , g and ft are averaged hybrid-pi parameters of Q-, and

Qp. Note the total collector load on the input multiplier is

now R^ = rJI [%+r +/3 (R +1/&1 and that Rp is approximately
the source resistance for the output multipliers. R0 should

therefore be small. The R-jC, networks attenuate the common-

mode signal from the input multipliers as well as high-

frequency difference components, so that this stage need not

have a large corri:<ion-mode rejection ratio.

A practical upper limit on monolithic junction or MOS

capacitors is 400 pF. For conventional diffused resistors

O A
the limit is about 10 kQ.. The product of these maximum values

corresponds to a lowpass bandwidth of the order 50 kc/s.

Therefore, a simple monolithic realization of the lowpass

filter is convenient for bandwidths greater than this figure,

but for smaller bandwidths it is necessary to resort to other

realizations.
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One possible method is a hybrid construction using

subminiature ceramic capacitors which are now available, or

even external capacitors of conventional dimensions if size is

not a consideration. Besides simplicity, the use of ceramic

capacitors is also advantageous from the viewpoint of sensit

ivity. Base-diffused resistors have temperature coefficients

of the order +2000 ppm/°C"4 and if these are used with MOS

or junction capacitors which are almost constant with temp

erature, the bandwidth of the system will have the same

temperature coefficient as the resistors. Ceramic capacitors,

however, have controllable coefficients. They can be fabricated

with a coefficient which is equal and opposite to that of the

resistors, thus resulting in a net desensitivity of the system

bandwidth.

An alternative approach to the long time-constant problem

is provided by the Miller-effect multiplication of a capacit

ance when it is placed in the negative feedback path of a

linear amplifier. A simple form of a multiplied-capacitance

circuit, which may be realized in monolithic form, is shown in

Fig. 4.2. The capacitance C, may be MOS or junction-type v

although the former is normally preferable from a linearity

viewpoint. Using a first-order model of the transistor, the

low-frequency input capacitance CR presented at port B in

this circuit is given approximately by:

CB-C1(1 + SmV (4'2)

where g = qIc/kT. At'high frequencies, where the reactance

of C-j approaches RT, this value decreases towards C-..
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A multiplied capacitance also appears in shunt at port C

and in this case its low-frequency value is approximately:

where rff = p /g . Again, this value decreases at high

frequencies with the decrease in base-to-collector current

gain.

Both ports therefore present multiplied capacitance values

which enable RC time constants to be realized which are a

factor of ten or more larger than their simple monolithic

counterparts. The maximum voltage swing v/hich may be applied

at port B is of the order 10 to 50 mV, whereas port C may

accoiaodate signals of several volts. The noise level in the

second case is correspondingly higher, however, and the dynamic

ranges at the two ports are approximately the same. The choice

of v/hich port to use is therfore made on the basis of signal

level. This circuit has been used in a realization of the

frequency translation filter using a port C entry. (See Chap.6.)

There are a number of limitations with this simple

multiplication circuit. The frequency at which the capacitance

value starts to decrease is often too low to obtain a bandpass

characteristic with good skirt selectivity. Also, the

capacitance value is either ftQ dependent (at port C) or gm

dependent (at port B) and is therefore not accurately defined.

For these reasons, the more involved circuit of Fig. 4.3 has

been developed. It is seen to be basically a balanced

shunt-series feedback pair. The current gain from the base
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of Q-. to the collector of Qp and the corresponding gain from

Q- to QU are both stabilized by the feedback applied through

the resistors Rp. Because of the balanced configuration, the

signal collector current in Q^ is equal but oppoctite in

phase to that in Qp so that the current gain i^/in, as

marked, has the 180° phase-shift needed for capacitance

multiplication.

The low-frequency input capacitance at port B for

this circuit is given by:

CB = Cl(1 ~ i3/il) " Cl(1 + VRE) (4t4)

The approximation which defines CB in terms of a stable

resistance ratio is valid only if the loop-gain A^ for the

feedback paths through R™ is high, i.e.

AL - Pol R1+rtri R2+/>o2(RE+i/gm2) RF ^-5'

with the additional constraints: R-g^Vgjvjp* ^l^Ajl^^ml* *n

these expression, subscripts 1 and.2 have been used to iden

tify the hybrid-pi parameters of Q-, and Q^9 respectively.

An experimental discrete-component prototype of the circuit

of Fig. 4.3 has been constructed with the following parameter

values:

Rx = 560 ohm, R2 = 4,700 ohm, R, = 3,300 ohm, R4 = 900 ohm,

RF = .2,700 ohm, C1 = 150 pF, VQC = +15 V, I£ = 2 mA (per

transistor)

The measured performance is: i^/in = 22 (cf. RVRV = 27) with
j X £ lit

a -3 dB cut-off frequency of 8 L!c/s. The port 3 capacitance

CB is 3,500 pF up to at least 3 Mc/s. The maximum signal-to-
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noise ratio at port B is 60 dB.

One of the multiplied-capacitance blocks may be used to

replace each of the capacitors in the lowpass filter. For

a simpler realization, the block may be modified by adding

a second capacitor between the collector of Qp and the base

of Q.. Each block may then replace a balanced pair of

capacitors by using the collector of Qp as the second entry.

4.2 The summing amplifier.

A convenient means of summing the outputs of the two

channels is to use small common collector loads for the two

output multipliers as is illustrated in Fig. 6.5. The

summed.output is applied to an amplifier which performs four

functions in the system, namely, to provide a balanced-to-

single-ended transition in the signal, to raise the system

gain to the desired level, to attenuate low-frequency signals

which are transmitted directly by the output multipliers

and, finally, to attenuate any second harmonic component of

the local oscillator signal. The balanced-to-single-ended

transition may be realized in several ways and a convenient

method here is to take the output signal from one collector

of a balanced stage with a high common-mode rejection.

This transition is not ideal at high frequencies, because of

parasitic capacitances which couple a portion of the common-

mode signal into the output. This signal may be cancelled

very simply, in practice, by a small adjustment of the balance

controls in each channel so that an equal and opposite
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differential signal is produced by the output multipliers.

For a typical narrow-band selective amplifier, the band

width of the lowpass stages is more than a decade below the

center frequency. Therefore, by ac coupling two or more of

the summing amplifier stages, the low-frequency components

transmitted from the lowpass stages are easily removed.

The amount of second and higher-order harmonic distortion

in the output depends partly on the purity of the local

oscillator signal and can not, therefore, be predicted

exactly. In practical realizations, this distortion has been

found to be less than 10^ of full output without filtering,

and a notch filter which attenuates the second harmonic by

20 dB relative to the first reduces this distortion to a

negligible level. Fig. 4.4 shows a simple active RC notch

filter which meets these requirements. Its transfer function

is given approximately by:

Vp R- j^R-jC, R-
^U»)-* J- 2 * o1 1 ' ^ (4.6)
vl K2 l-^Rici+3^R1C1 VV^

and for correct operation, the following design relations

should be satisfied: R-,0., = 1/2W , R0 = 3(R +l/g). For
•L jl \j c. e m

center frequencies of 1 Mc/s-or more, the capacitance values

in the summing amplifier are such that the whole circuit may

be realized simply in monolithic form.

4.3 The nhase-shift network

In principle, it is better to obtain the 90° phase-shift
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between the oscillator inputs to the two channels by means

of a lag-type network, since a phase lead is normally accom

panied by an increase in the harmonic content of the local

oscillator signal - because of the magnitude response of a

phase-lead network. A network which is simple and provides

a 90° phase-shift is shown in Fig.4.5. Its transfer function

is:

v2 X_£(j4>) = _ _ :
Vl l+^+iy/R-j+j 4R1C1(1+R2/R3 )+C2(R1+R2 )J -4fR^C^

(4.7)

The condition for 90° phase-shift ^'^1^2C1°2 =1+(R1+R2)/R^.
This may be set exactly in practice by making any one of the

five elements adjustable over a small range, e.g. C2.

If the phase-shift is set correctly at a given temperature

and frequency, it is then sensitive to changes in these

quantities and the sensitivity is computed as follows.

Assuming that all resistors have the same temperature coef

ficient, and that the coefficients of the two capacitors are

also equal to each other, we define a variable P = ^R-^C^. >

The transfer function (4.6) is now written as l/(A+jB) in

which A = 0 for a 90° phase-shift. If a small change AP in

P causes a change £ in the phase-shift, these changes may be

shown to be related by:

C_ = i+B(£i (4.8)

where C is measured in radians. This is the general sensitivity

relation for this network and may be interpreted for a
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particular case as follows.

Let R1 s R2 = R^ and C1 = C2 in (4.7). The condition

for A = 0 is V=v/3 and B = V?* and from (4.6*), €/&p = .057.

A resistance change of 2000 ppm/°C therefore produces a

phase change of 0.057 x 2x 3x 10~3 rad/°C, i.e. 0.0114 deg/°C.
From the definition of P, it then follows that the phase

sensitivity to a given fractional change in frequency or capac

itance is the same. This result is used in Sec 5.2 where

its effect on system performance is evaluated.

Finally, we note that the magnitude of the transfer funct

ion (4.7) is a strong function of frequency, as for other

similar phase-shift networks, so that the main consequence of

a shift in the local oscillator frequency is not a ph?ise

effect, but a change in the amplitude of the drive to one of

the channels, causing a gain imbalance. To correct for this

effect and to compensate for any other cause of gain imbalance,

a potentiometer-type adjustment may be included. Fig. 6.5

Slows a practical realisation of the phase-shift network.
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Figure 4.1 Single-stage lowpass amplifier.

Figure 4.2 Single-stage capacitance multiplier.

Figure 4.3 Two-stage capacitance multiplier.
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CHAPTER 5. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE.

In this chapter the results obtained to this point are

used to examine the v/ays in which the performance of a pract

ical system differs from the idealized model presented in

Chap. 2. Particular attention is paid to the sensitivity of

various system parameters with temperature and a section is

included in which the effects of negative feedbaclv on perform

ance are treated.

5.1 Dynamic Range.

The maximum allowed input signal to the system is

determined partly by overload considerations and partly by a

second-order effect arising out of any asymmetry in-the input

multipliers, which was described in Sec. 3.2. It was noted

that a consequence of this asymmetry is the production of a

dc signal in the lowpass stage whose amplitude varies as the

square or higher order of the input voltage. This causes a

spurious output signal, at the local oscillator frequency,

which appears irrespective of whether the input signal is

within the passband of the system or not. However, it was

also noted in Sec. 3.2 that for the integrated multipliers

used in this system, the asymmetry effect is only important
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ne;i.r overload levels in the circuit. On the basis of exper

imental measurements and the calculation of Sec. 3.2, the

overload level for these multipliers is set at 20 mV sine-

wave amplitude (40 mV pk-pk) and we require that the total

input signal amplitude be greater than this.

The minimum detectable signal is set by noise and drift

considerations and, in the following treatment, both of these

effects are included. In contrast to conventional amplifiers,

an appreciable amount of the noise at the output of this system

is contributed by the outpu.t stages. This results from the

fact that the narrow bandwidth of the lowpass stage limits the

noise transmitted from the input multipliers, whereas the

output multipliers are followed by a wideband amplifier.

We now proceed with a noise characterization of one

channel in the system.

For a single common-emitter stage with a short-circuit

25
collector load, it has been shown that the equivalent input

noise power due to both the transistor and the source resist

ance R may be represented by an equivalent noise resistance
s

R , at the input.* Its approximate value is:

Rnl ~ (Vrx><1+1//30) +^24 +(em/2/30)(Rs+rx)2[l+(A)/cOno)^
(5.1)

where & ~ 0,/^aq is the noise corner frequency which is

typically greater than 5 Mc/s. It is assumed in the

calculations below that all frequencies of interest are below

* This expression does not include contributions due to-
1/f noise.
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<a . This expression is first applied to the input multiplier
^no

where a number of simplifications are possible. The short-

circuit current gain£ is first replaced by a* corresponding to

the source and load on this stage. Then, by a previous

definition, Rs+rx = RB and by condition (3.1?), SmR}/al<<L
so that the last term in (5.1) may be neglected. Also, we

note that a|»l. Finally, since this stage does not have the

emitter grounded, a noise term due to the emitter supply

resistor R,, should be added. Thus (5.1) becomes:

Rnl- RJ3 +^m + RE (5'2)

The question of the noise bandwidth now arises. If the

noise spectrum is "white" and the input multiplier is followed

by a lovpass stage with bandwidth fb, the following spectral

regions are transmitted through the system: (0 to ffe) and

(f - f\) to (f + f, ). The former range is transmitted by
O D 0 D

the coefficient Q and the latter by a frequency translation

through P. (See (3.15) ). The mean square noise voltage at

the output of the input multiplier v2n, which is represented

as a noise voltage source in series with the load, is therefore:

*ln -4kT Rm(Qi +2*l]h (5'3)

For an estimate of a typical value we use the numerical

example already introduced in which P^ = 14, Q-^ = 56,

RB = 100 ohm, g = 0.16 mho, and Rv = 300 ohrn. From (5.2),
in. £*

R1-400 ohm and for atypical fb =104" c/s, (5.3) yields
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v|n * 200 (/iV)2.
The lowpass stage has an equivalent input noise resistance

Rn2, which is approximately the sum of its .emitter resistance

and the load resistance RL of the input multiplier. The total •

mean square noise at the output of the lowpass stage is there

fore approximately:

In «̂ {^i^h +„2RJfb (5>4)

where H is the voltage gain of the lowpass stage and the noise

source, again, appears in series with load on this stage.

The output multiplier is followed by the summing amplifier
whose bandwidth is becomes the effective noise bandwidth of

the output. The output noise due to the output multiplier alone
v^n is tiierefore:

vjn * 4kTRn3(Q2 +2p|)fs (5.5)

where Rn3 is the corresponding input noise resistance.

The summation of all these noise components is represented by
-2 '
v5n at the output of the channel and is given by:

*5n * *M felH2i(Qf+2Pf) +H2p|Rn2)fb +H^tQf^pf)^
(5.6)

Again, typical values are calculated for the numerical case

above, with the following additional data taken from the

circuits of Chap. 6: p = 2.2, Q = 3.8, H = 0.5, f, =
r* S ,

5xl0-> c/s. The result is v|n = 470 (/iV)2, i.e. 22 /iV r.m.s.
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and when the output of the 2 channels is summed, the mean

square output noise voltage is approximately 1000 (/iV) .

An expression for the total thermal drift in one channel

is now derived, using the relations(3.14) and (3.16) of Chap.

3. Starting with the input multiplier, which has an external

dc-offset input V ,, we have shown Miat the total equivalent

imbalance voltage at the input is (Vpl - 9^ - jZ^). This

produces a dc differential voltage Q1'(Vrl - ©1 - 0-j^) at the

output of this stage and, in turn, produces a dc input

HQ-,(V - Q1 - jZL) to the output multiplier.* The total

effective input offset at the output multiplier, including the

effect of its own imbalance is, therefore, HQi(vri-ei~%)""02~^2

This offset produces, at the output of the channel, a spurious

signal at the local oscillator frequency which cannot be

filtered from the true output at the input frequency. Its

amplitude V. is:

vd =2P2[HQ1(vrl - ex - fix) - e2 - 02] (5.7)

This can be set to zero at a given temperature, but not, in

general, over a range of temperature.

The temperature coefficient of Vd is found by a differ

entiation analogous to that leading to (3.16), with Vpl held

constant.

-TT =Yd VS ~̂ ^rl^^^l^rl-V^l^lH +YU "?}
(5.8)

in which Y = I RT for both stages,
em ju

* It h-:s been assumed here that the lowpass ?Uige does not
introduce an additional dc offset. A more general relation in
which such an effect •nay be included is given in Sec. 5.4.
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When the outputs.of the two channels are summed, the

respective imbalance output signals are in quadrature and, in

the worst case, both have equal magnitudes so that the total

output imbalance signal has a temperature coefficient:/^(^Vd/^T).

To complete the dynamic ronge specification, we now

consider the the upper limit on the signal level. This

calculation is much simpler than the previous two. As the

signal level increases, either the input multiplier overloads

before the output multiplier, or vice-versa. ( The lowpass

stage and summing amplifier are designed so that they do not

limit the dynamic range.) The factor that determines which

stage overloads first is the midband gadn of the lowpass stage

H. To show this, let the input voltage which overloads the

input multiplier be V, and the corresponding overload input

to the output multiplier be V2 . If the output signal from

the two channels at the overload point is V^ , we may write,

at the center frequency of the filter:

V3u =PlHP2Vlu lf P1HV1W V2u' <5'9a) '
= P2V2u if^HV^V^. (5.9b)

In the special case where ?iHVlu = V2u, both expressions are

identical and this can easily be shown to be the condition

for maximum output signal. Therefore, to optimize the dynamic

range of the amplifier, the gain of the lowpass stage is

chosen to satisfy, at least approximately, this condition.

These three results are now combined in two system

specifications: the maximum dynamic range (MDK) and the
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MDR =^3U/2v2n in dB. (5.10a)

S* =y7(JVd/^T)/V3u in ppm/°C (5.10b)

The numerical example begun above is completed with the

calculation of these quantities. For V"2u = V*lu = 20 mV,

we find, from (5.9b): V3u =44 mV. From above, 2v2n ^ 1000 tyV)2
so that MDR - 5b* dB. Typical measure values are 50 dB.

Finally, (5.8) and (5.10b) are used to obtain S^ - 23,000 ppm/°C.
Because a worst case has been assumed here, typical sensitiv

ities are a factor of two or more smaller than this and a

method for reducing the drift sensitivity by a further factor

of 20 is described in Sec. 5.4.

5.2 Sensitivity and distortion.

Sensitivity in its broadest sense includes the variation

of system performance due to all changes in ambient conditions

such as temperature, radiation flux, external supply voltage

as well as internal variations due to aging. Of these, the

effects of temperature are the most predictable and, in

integrated circuits, are usually the most important. . Therefore,

the treatment of sensitivity is restricted to temperature

effects, though the extension of these results to other

sensitivities is not difficult. The four basic aspects of

system performance are: gain, bandwidth, center frequency and

distortion. As already noted, it is an important property

of the frequency-translation technique that these quantities
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may be treated independently.

The center-frequency sensitivity is almost purely a

function of the type of local oscillator, since any loading

interaction between the local oscillator and the rest of the

system may be minimized by good design. If an integrated

local oscillator • ' is used, recent results indicate that

frequency sensitivities as low as 100 ppm/°C may be obtained,

by. using similar compensation techniques to those in active

RC filters!?

The bandwidth sensitivity, which is essentially the

sensitivity of the RC time-constants in the lowpass stages,

has been commented on in Sec. 4.3, for the system without

feedback, and the effects of feedback are noted in Sec 5.3.

In general, the sensitivity is a function of the types of

elements used in the RC networks, and not of the bandwidth

itself.

In the signal path of the system there are at least four

amplifying stages, as well as the passive networks, and the net

midband gain sensitivity is related to the individual sensit

ivities of these stages. At room temperature (300 K) thej30

of a transistor has a typical temperature coefficient of

+6000 ppm/°C, while the temperature coefficient of gm is

-3300 ppm/°C. The multiplier stages have gm dependent transfer

functions wnich thus have negative coefficients, but the gain

of the linear stages tends to be more /jQ dependent, resulting,

in a positive coefficient. At the center frequency, the

overall syatem gain is, from (2.6), K(^0) = P1K(0)P2A ,
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Tand its temperature coefficient SK is:

„T l.JK _1.-4H l.U 2 .^t^wHj 2 ,- 1Q)
&K ~ IC VT ~ IT W A 6T I„„HT *>T T u> w

em ii

for Pn = P2. Since the algebraic sum of the terms in this

expression may be set, by design, to zero over a finite

temperature range, net gain desensitivity may be obtained.

Note, however, that for a complete specification of the

gain sensitivity, it is necessary to know the temperature

variation of the local oscillator drive amplitude Iem, and

this is a function of the type of local oscillator used.

We now consider the sensitivity aspects of distortion.

Because the band-limiting filter in the summing amplifier

removes frequency components which are well outside the

passband of the system, we may restrict the treatment to

distortion terms whose frequencies are close to the center

frequency. These can result from three types of imperfection

in the system: a difference between the transfer functions of

the two channels (channel mismatch), a phase-shift between

channels which is not exactly 90°, and imbalance in the

multipliers. The first two add to the output a distortion

component at the frequency (2dQ - U±) while the last introduces

a component at Cj . The sensitivity of multiplier balance has

already been derived in Sec. 5.1.

The channel mismatch sensitivity is conveniently obtained

by defining a parameter V = FblHb(0)Pb2/PalHa(0)Pa2, using

the notation of Chap. 2. The ratio of the channel mismatch

distortion component amplitude at (26)Q - U^) to the output at
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i m

giving:
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\= KJ- <5.U)
TIn general Y has a sensitivity Sy = dY/*>T, which arises out of

a small differential gain sensitivity between the two channels.

The temperature sensitivity of distortion due to channel

mismatch is, therefore,

SL = ^mSv (5'12)

The description of phase-shift effects is similarly

treated by recalculating (2.5) for the case where the local

oscillator input to the two channels is lem8*11^* anrt

I cos(o t+£), respectively. The distortion ratio due to the

phase error is denoted D, and is thus found to be:

D£ = sinC (5.13)

From this we see that a phase error of 1 produces an output

at (2(0 -w. ) whose amplitude is 1,8# of the true output atO^

The temperature sensitivity of £ has been described in Sec.

4.3 and is derived from (4.8). The temperature sensitivity of

distortion due to phase error is thus:

S* = D£S* (5.14)

where sj =>£/ST.
To conclude this section we consider the influence which

the results obtained may have on the design of the system. The
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magnitude of the drift sensitivity described in Sec. 5.1 is

unpredictable because it depends on the degree of matching

between transistor pairs obtained during fabrication. At the

present state-of-the-art, this is a random parameter. In

almost all cases, however, the degree of matching does lie

within known limits and the numerical example which was

calculated from (5.10b) is a worst case with respect to these

limits. Beyond this, the performance of the system may be

optimized, by choosing the lowpass stage gain in accordance with

the condition given, and by incorporating drift compensation

as described below.

The distortion sensitivities to channel gain mismatch D
^ m

and to phase-shift D~ are fundamental and invariant quantities

for a system without feedback. It is shown below, however,

that they may be reduced by the use of feedback. The temp-

Terature sensitivity of channel gain match Sy may be minimized

by tight thermal coupling between stages, but its actual value

is virtually unpredictable. Typical measured values are given
m

in Chapter 6. On the other hand, S has been calculated and

may be minimized by time-constant compensation.

Finally, the gain sensitivity as given by (5.10) is

controllable, since the system possesses a number of degrees of

freedom in this respect. It is possible, in principle, to

calculate the individual gain sensitivities, but in practice

this calculation is very difficult. (Consider, for example the

differentiation of (4.1) with respect to all sensitive

parameters. ) Computer studies and experimental measurements

are ;nore realistic approaches to this problem. Nevertheless,

ivdP
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the sensitivity of the system gain may be reduced to a low

level simply by reducing its g andp dependence and may be

reduced even further by the use of feedback.

5.3 Negative feedback.

Because of the nonlinear processes in this system, one

cannot assume, a priori, that the application of negative

feedback will improve its performance. However, it is shown

here that such a technique does result in an improvement of

most performance parameters. There is a variety of possible

ways in which feedback may be applied, for instance, as local

loops around the summing amplifier and lowpass stages, as a

local loop around the lowpass stage-output multiplier cascade

or as a single overall loop between input and output. All

these possibilities have been investigated and the conclusion

reached is that the last approach is to be preferred.

This feedback system is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1.

The feedback network U is shunt-connected between the input

bases and the output collector of the system. (Fig. 6.7

contains a more detailed diagram of the feedback connection).

It is a simple RC highpass network with an assumed zero-phase,

flat magnitude response to all frequencies within the passbvand

of the system.

On the basis of the characterization of the forward path,

it is proposed that the output voltage without feedback v3

contains the desired frequency component, at O^ in addition to

small distortion components at o>0 and 2ojQ-Oi. The first term
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is found, from (2.6) to be KVlmsin(^t. The second is due to

thermal drift, for which an expression is given in (5.7), and

is represented as the sum of two components V^sint^t and

V^cosot from the respective channels. The other distortion
db o

term, resulting from channel mismatch and phase error is

found from (5.11) and (5.13). The summation of these terms is

therefore:

v3 =^imC81"*!* * Vlnl2VHJt +V08(2wo-ui)iJ3
^da8111^ + VdbC0SV (5-15)

When the feedback loop is closed, the magnitudes of these

terms are modified in a rather complex way, because of the

interaction between the various frequency components. An

approximate solution is obtained, however, if the distortion

terms are small relative to the true output, by comparing

coefficients of like frequency components around the loop. It

is also assumed here that reverse transmission through the

feedback network is negligible and that the feedback subtract

ion at the input is ideal. For convenience, a coefficient

w=(l+Ka)~1 is defined and the input voltage under closed-loop

conditions is set at Vj^ .= vilt/w so that distortion may be

compared at the same output level. The closed-loop output

voltage thus obtained, vt, is :

v* - KV TsinUt + v/D sin(20-U. )t + wD.cos(2U-y. )tl
3 imL i m oi «• oij

+ wV,, sin.Wt+ wV,,cosOt (5.16)
da o db o
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Tiiis result is a standard one in the respect that it shows the

reduction and consequent desensitization of the midband gain

and distortion level by the factor (1+UK)~ • The system with

feedback is therefore characterized by a transfer function

K1 ^ K/U+KU), and channel mismatch sensitivity ])' = D /(l+KIT)

and a phase error sensitivity D' = El/(1+KU).

It appears, at first sight, that the drift sensitivity is

also improved but there is another affect which nullifies this

improvement. It may be seen from (5.8) and (5.16) that the

closed-loop imbalance coefficient is v^(^V-,/dT)/(l+Kll).

However, the maximum output signal V^ is also reduced to

V.. /(1+KU). To see this, we recall that for the system with

out feedback, the maximum input signal V, is independent of

whether the input frequency is within the system passband or

not. For this system with feedback, however, the overload

point is frequency sensitive. Consider a signal of amplitude

V-, applied to the input bases. If its frequency is within

the passband, the effective base drive is reduced by the

feedback to V,/(1+KU). If, on the other hand, its frequency

is well outside the passband, the loop-gain of the system is

close to zero in magnitude and therefore the effective input

voltage is approximately equal to the applied voltage V.,.

Consequently, the system is more prone to overload for signal

frequencies outside the passband and the maximum input signal

must now be defined at some outband frequency. It thus has a

value V, /(1+KU). Similarly, the output overload level is now

TV. /(1+KU) and the drift sensitivity Sd, as defined by

(5.10b), is unchanged by the addition of feedback. In addition,
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we note that the lowpass stage gain must be increased by the

factor (1+KU) in order to satisfy the maximum dynamic range

condition derived from (5.9). By an analogous argument, the

MDR is also unchanged by the use of feedback. (See (5.10a).)

The experimental results reported in Chap. 6 confirm

these predictions.

The effect of feedback on the bandwidth of the system is

treated as follows. The transfer function of the lowpass

stage, v/hich has been assumed to have two negative-real poles,

is represented as:

H(s) = ° X d (5.17)
(s-p1)(s-p2)

From the general system transfer function as given in (2.6),

we may write the open-loop transfer function K(s) as:

2[s2 -s(Pl+p2) +(P1P2-^)J
K(s ) =2A P1P2Ho(s-ooo-p1)(s-joo-p2)ls+d^0-P1)Cs+t1wo--P2;

(5.1S)

which has the desired two complex conjugate pole pairs. Y/hen

the feedback.network U, which is initially assumed to con

tribute no additional natural frequencies to the transfer

function, is added and the feedback loop is closed, the closed-

loop pole positions may be calculated by a fairly tedious

manipulation of (5.18). The result is that the four poles have

positions given by:
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midband loop-gain in conventional feedback theory and the pole

positions given by (5.19) may be plotted in root locus form

with K 11 as the parameter. This plot is shown in Fig. 5.2.

It may be seen from this plot that a variety of pole

configurations may be obtained merely by choosing the loop-

gain appropriately. In particular, a second-order Butterworth

2response is obtained for (1+KU) = (p-,+p<>) /2p1p2 and a pair
p

of coincident conjugate poles for (1+KU) = (p-,+P2) "MPjPp*

In the practical system there are, in addition to the

dominant poles calculated here, a number of non-rtominant poles

which contribute an excess phase-shift to the midband loop-gain.

As a consequence, the root-locus is perturbed, as shown by the

dotted lines in Fig. 5.2 and the frequency response of the

system is skewed about the center frequency. The magnitude of

this effect may oe estimated in the particular case of the

above second-order system as follows: The transfer function

K(s) is assumed to be narrow-band, i.e. |PtJ> Î p| «^o' anc*

a transformed frequency variable s1 = s - jo is introduced.

Equation (5.18) may then be rewritten in the approximate form:

Vl*2
K(s,) " (s* -Pl)(s« -p2) (5.20)

This expression is next modified to include an excess phase-

shift ^ at the center frequency <o , by multiplying it with

exp(j£).' . . The closed-loop poles of the system transfer

function, in ter-'is of the s'-plane, are now found fro:: the

zeros of (1 + K(s')U expj|) and are given by:
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H - i(r>1+P2) t {(L2-M2)"^ [cos(iarctan ~) -jsin(i:.rctan|)J
(5.21) .

where L=(p1+p2)2-4p1P2(l+K0Ucos {) and M=4PjP2K0Usin£.
These poles may now be transformed into the original s-plane

with the result:

p ~+J-|!£2 + (L ~M ^os(|.irctanM) Jjsinfarctan|)] ±j^
and Pl+P2 -(L2-M2)^os(jfrrctan%) ±jsinfarctanl£)] +. juQ

(5.22)

This calculation shows that the result of an excess pha:>e-

shift is a change in both the center frequency and bandwidth

of the closed-loop transfer function. This effect may be

minimized in practice by the introduction of a simple RC

network into either the forward or feedback path which is

adjusted to cancel the excess phase-shift within the narrow

passband of the system.

To illustrate these results, a numerical example taken

from the feedback system of Chap. 6. is presented (See Fig. 6.7).

The open-loop, lowpass stage poles are at: p., = -4 x 10 secT
o _.-] i

and p2= -1 x 10 seo. The midband loop-gain K U is 8.0 with

an estimated excess phase-shift of 30 at the center frequency.
o

Equation (5.21) is now evaluated with L = 4.1 x 10 and
o

M = 6.4 x 10 with the result:

s» * (0.80 - jO.66) x 104, -(3.3+30.66) x 104 sec.""1

The corresponding bandwidth (at a center frequency of 1.6 Mc/s)

is 2.5 kc/s, v/hich compares well with the measured value of
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2.56 kc/s. The corresponding shift in center frequency is

approximately 1.4 kc/s ., i. e*. 0.09$ •

Finally, we note that the system bandwidth is sensitive

to loop-gain, in the feedback case, as well as to the open-

loop pole positions. This may be advantageous in some

circumstances because it introduces an extra degree of freedom

5
in designing for a desensitized response . In practice,

however, moderate desensitivity may be obtained if the

sensitivities of the open-loop pole positions and the midband

loop-gain are individually minimized.

5.4 Drift Compensation.

At the expense of further adjustments in the system, the

drift sensitivity may be reduced by direct compensation. In

the original system, provision is made for a single dc offset

adjustment at the input multiplier of each channel (See Sec.

3.4). V/e now provide two adjustments in each channel, one at

the input multiplier and one at the output multiplier. For a

given channel we denote these by V -, and V 2, respectively.

Equation (5.7), which was derived for the single-offset case,

is now rewritten as:

vd =2P2[HQ1<vrl-e1-01) +vr2-e2-02] (5.?3)

For balance, this expression should be zero, a condition

which may be set by a range of combinations of the two

independent variables V , and V 0. The temperature coefficient
rl iv
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of V- is found, as in (5.8), to be:

4" - YOT - "<Yr2+HQlvrl> +2P2?Q1(VP1-Vy(isf"* YST " Y>
(5.24)

where, again, Y = IemR^ for bo**1 stages.

By setting Vd = bVd/^T = 0, (5.23)' and (5.24) become two

sj.multaueous equations in Vpl and Vp2 wliich provide for the

simultaneous balancing of the channel and the minimisation of

its thermal drift sensitivity. This condition is set in

practice by trial and error adjustments over a temperature

range. The adjustments converge rapidly to a minimum

sensitivity condition which gives typical values of

S^ =500 ppm/°C.
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CHAPTER 6. axraRIMENTAL STUDIES.

6.1 Integrated circuit design and fabrication.

With the exception of to'OS capacitors, if required and a

small number of adjustable components, all circuitry for the

frequency-translation filter may be formed in monolithic

silicon chips. The transistors are all double-diffused npn

types and the resistors, which lie in the range 30 ohm to 3,000

ohm are formed simultaneously with the base diffusion of the

transistors. The components are interconnected by convent

ional aluminum metallization and the dies are gold-bonded to

TO-5 headers. A standard processing schedule, which is

compatible with the capabilities of this laboratory, has been

developed and is given in Appendix 1. Yields obtained with

this process are typically 85^ in terms of individual tran

sistors for the small quantities which have been fabricated.

Representative parameters of transistors within the integrated

circuits are given in Table 6.1 and are comparable v/ith tiiose

of commercial units, except for their high saturation resist

ances', which is due to the absence of a "buried" diffusion

28
layer beneath the epitaxial layer

As noted in See. 6.2 belo-*, the selective amylifiei' system
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is divided, for experimental convenience, into smaller

functional blocks which are fabricated separately and mounted

on separate headers. The basic electronic principles of their

design have been developed during the course of the previous

chapters and the following points, which relate these

principles to the integrated circuit parameters are set out:

(a) The maximum allowed ci rcuit area, from photographic

limitations, is a 70 mil square. For more precise

registration, however, this is reduced to a 35 mil square

so that multiple-image masking may be used*.

(b) The transistor geometry is based on a 2 mil square

emitter, with one or two base contacts, depending on the

area available. The standard geometry is shown in plan

and cross-section in Fig. 6.1.

(c) Fairs of transistors which should be matched with respect

to each other (e.g. the multiplier pairs) are formed as

close to each other as possible and care is taken to make

their geometries nearly identical.

(d) The design-center base sheet-resistance is 150.ohm/sQt.

Resistors of more than one square are formed as rect

angular strips 1 mil wide, while small resistors of a

fraction of a square are made on square diffusion patt

erns, v/ith strip contacts.

* The multiple-image masking scheme is designed to reduce
errors resulting fsjgm the step-and-repeat stage in the photo
graphic reduction. The full mask area is divided into four
quadrants in which the isolation, base, emitter and contact^
patterns are placed in order. The same mask is used four times,
»"-ith an appropriate shift relative to the wafer each time, so
that the patterns* retain their correct relative positions,
irrespective of any errors in the step-and-repeat.
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(e) The isolation walls are 1 mil wide, normally, and are

separated from the circuit elements by no less than 2 mils

on all sides.

(f) The area of raetalization is minimized to reduce stray

capacitance and external connections are brought out to

bonding pads.

Tiie three types of functional blocks fabricated for this

system are: the input multiplier, the lowpass gain stage-

output multiplier cascade,and a general-purp^ose two-stage

differential amplifier. The dc voltage levels in these stages

are chosen so that they may be direct-coupled in cascade to

form a system channel. The voltage drop across each stage is

therefore minimized in order that the total system may operate

from a moderate supply voltage. A collector-emitter voltage of

not less than 2.5 volt is maintained for each transistor.

Three•experimental versions of the input multiplier have

been fabricated and the best is shown in the photomicrograph

and schematic of Fig. 6.2. The 30 ohm base resistors are

chosen as a compromise between reasonable input impedance level

and the condition given by (3.12). The emitter resistor of

300 ohm supplies a total dc current (I«) of 4 mA to the two

transistors, and the local oscillator signal is applied at the

co .unon-emitter node E. The 1,400 ohm collector resistors are

chosen to provide an adequate transfer gain and to maintain

a sufficiently high impedance level for the convenient

realization of the lowpass filter. If these resistors are

made too larfj, !-uw^ver, the lo-.din>" interaction ;vjth the
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lowpass stage makes the gain of the latter very ft dependent.

As calculated in Sees. 3.2 and 3.3» the transfer coefficients

are P = 12.1 and Q = 48 with a maximum frequency for

correct operation of 1.6 Mc/s. The balance sensitivity S, is,

in a typical case, 10 fAV/°C. (See Sec. 3.2).

The. lowpass .gain stage-output multiplier block is shown

in Fig*. 6.3(a) and (b). The output multiplier operates under

tne same dc conditions as the input multiplier, though its

emitter supply resistor is made external, because of the lack

of available space on the circuit die. The lowpass gain stage

is biased at an emitter current of 5 mA per side and has a

voltage gain of 0.45 (See (4.1).).

The t<''o-stage differential amplifier, shown in Figs.

6.4(a) and (b), was designed originally for capacitance

multiplier studies (See Sec. 4.1). The transistors operate

at 2 mA emitter currents and the resistors are chosen in

accordance 'vith time-constant requirements. This block is

also used, after the removal of some interconnections, to

provide extra gain in the lowpass stage for feedback studies.

6.2 System realizations.

As an initial check on the theory of the frequency-

translation filter, a discrete-component realization was

constructed, ivieasureraents taken on this system confirmed the

predictions for fixeu-parameter operation and assisted in the

design of the integrated version. Foor thermal coupling in
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this prototype, however, did not permit the taking of meaning

ful sensitivity results.

Three integrated versions of the system, using the

functional blocks described above, have been constructed. The

summing amplifier in these versions, being peripheral to the

basic operation of the system, is a discrete-component

circuit, although it may also be integrated without difficulty.

The first version was designed to examine the performance

and sensitivity of the system without feedback, and its circuit

is shown in Fig. 6.5. The functional blocks in this diagram

are marked as follows; input multiplier: IPM, lowpass

amplifier: LPA, output multiplier: OPM, summing amplifier:

SA and phase-shift network: PS. The integrated circuit blocks

are shown enclosed by dotted lines. The input signal is applied

through a resistive divider composed of the 3-3 kn. series

resistor and the 30Xlbase resistors of the input multipliers.

Each channel is direct-coupled and the potentiometers R , -Rv«

provide balance and drift compensation as described in Sec. 5.3.

The outputs of the two channels are summed across the 220jfi

collector resistors.

The phase-shift network is dc isolated from the channels

for simplicity, but in an integrated version the blocking

capacitors may be replaced by breakdown diodes or isolating

transistors. The potentiometer R ^ is provided to match the

transfer functions of the two channels (See Sec. 4.3.), and

the local oscillator signal- at an arbitrarily chosen frequency

of 1.5 .ic/s- !:.- supj-lieci by an ontenia! signal ronerator.
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The summing amplifier, which is designed according to the

principles of Sec. 4.2, uses a low-Q (<10) LC filter to

attenuate the second-harmonic components in the output, but a

pure KC filter is described below for the third version. The

power-supply divider is conventional and is replaced in later

versions by a simpler resistive divider. This version of the

system is designated "A".

The second version, A', is the same as type A with the

exception that the ceramic capacitors are now replaced by

multiplied-capacitor blocks, as shown in Fig. 6.6. The band

width for this version is wider, because of the smaller RC

time-constants-, but in other respects the performance is

similar to that of A.

The third version, shown in Fig. 6.7 ^nd designated "B",

incorporates a linear negative feedback loop, which provides

a midband loop-gain K U = 8. The functional block notation is

the same as in Fig. 6.5. The feedback loop is connected in

shunt with the 3.3 kn.input resistor, as shown, so that a

current summation takes place across the 30£iinput base

resistors. The forward-path phase-shift is 180°. As noted in

Sec. 5.3, the addition of a feedback loop requires an increase

in the lowpass stage gain and this is provided by an additional

linear gain stage following the input multiplier. The result

ant voltage gain ot the lowpass stage is 7. No drift coLipen-

sat ion is incorporated in this version.

The phase-shift network is the same as that used for the

"A" system and the revised suiiming-amplifier includes the RC
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notch filter of Fig. 4.4 and two additional gain stages. The

output stages incorporates a local shunt-feedback loop to reduce

the output impedance.

The measured performance of these versions is set out in

Table 6.2 and the frequency-response plot of Fig. 6.8.

Comparing the results in Table 6.2, we first note the

differences in the gain and bandwidth of the systems wliich have

merely resulted from design improvements. The gain of the feed

back version is higher as a result of the additional stages in

the lowpass and summing amplifiers, and its bandwidth has been

reduced below that of systems A and A1 to demonstrate the fact

that this may be done without impairing sensitivities. The

bandv/idths of systems A and B agree to within 6y* of the

calculated values, v/hich are 4.9 kc/s and 2.5 kc/s, respect

ively (See Sec. 5.3.).

It is seen that the dynamic ranges of A and B are approx

imately equal.

The power supply sensitivity is expressed as the ratio of

the output signal (ato ) caused by multiplier imbalance, to the

maximum output signal, for a one mV change in supply voltage.

As expected, the application of feedback improves this

sensitivity by about a factor of 10. The changes in the summing

amplifier and lowpass stages between the two designs have

changed the sign of the gain sensitivity. It may therefore

be deduced that there exists a compromise design with a very

low sensitivity, a fact which was predicted from (5.10). The

difference in bandwidth sensitivity is not significant, because
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of the errors inherent in such a measurement, but the improve

ment in trie sensitivity of distortion, both to temperature and

phase error*, again illustrates the value of feedback in this

system. The temperature sensitivity of distortion, calculated

on the basis of phase error alone, is approximately 200 ppm/ C,

so that these results indicate that the dominant cause of the

temperature sensitivity is a difference between the gain

coefficients of the two channels. This is reasonable in view

of t'-e fact that the functional blocks for the two channels are

mounted in separate headers.

The center frequency of system 3 may be varied by a few

per cent without appreciably affecting the distortion level.

Finally, we note a dramatic difference in the multiplier

balance sensitivity. The sensitivity predicted in Sec. 5.1

is 23,000 ppm/ C, which is based on a worst-case assumption.

In both systems, the sensitivity is considerably better than

this value. The theory also predicted that feedback should

have no effect on this parameter, but system A includes drift

compensation, which is not included in B. This result there

fore* provides a measure of the effect of this compensation.
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Table 6.1

Representative Integrated npn Transistor Parameters

(T=300°K)

Collector breakdown voltage VCBQ (V)

Collector leakage current Ir,-pn (nA)
at VCB = 10 V, ^u
Emitter breakdown voltage VEBQ (V)

Emitter leakage current I.,-™ (nA)
at VEB =4V. hB0
[Collector output capacitance C - (pF)
at VCB =6 V. 0D

30 - 60

9-15

7-8

•

100

b.5 |
J

Small-signal parameters at I~ = 3 mA, Vc„ = 6 V.

Short-circuit c-e current gain 0 dB
frequency f. (Mc/s )

Internal c-b feedback capacitance C^ (pF)

Collector output resistance r (k-Hj

Collector series resistance r' (jq.)
c

Ohmic base resistance r (Si)
A.

* Based on extrapolation to r' = 0.

Low-frequency base-collector short-circuit 65
current gain .

150*

30

700

140
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Table 6.2

Bandpass amplifier performance

Parameter System A System B
[without feedback) i(\vith feedback)'

Center frequency f (ivic/s)

Bandwidth at -3 dB (kc/s)

Bandwidth at -30 dB (kc/s)

Effective Q (f /BVZ)

Max. output signal for 5f*
distortion (V pk-pk)

Sensitivity of multiplier
ibalance to power-supply
!voltage (ppm/mV)

!Tamp, sensitivity of gain
|s£ (ppm/°C)
iTemp. sensitivity of band-
jwidth (ppm/°C)
i

!Temp, sensitivity of distor
tion S^n (ppm/°C)

Multiplier balance drift
sensitivity Sd (ppm/ C)

Ph.ase-error sensitivity of
distortion D£ (#/rad)

Temperature range for
measurements ( C)

._J.

1.52

4.61*

120

328*

1.5

3000

+4100

-2000

10,000

500

100

0-60

1.59

2.65

37

600

2.5

300

-3000

-3000

1000

10,000

10

0-60

* For system A1, with multiplied capacitors, the bandwidth

and Q are 23 kc/s and 66, respectively.
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Figure b.2 Photomicrograph and schematic of
integrated input multiplier.
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CHAPTER 7. STTWKARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

The greater part of this work has been concerned with one

basic vay of realizing a frequency selective amplifier charact

eristic in integrated circuit form. It has been reen that,

although the frequency translation principle and its

application to this problem is by no means new, the way it

has been used in this work has some novel aspect??. In

particular, the development of a siiaple analog multiplier wliioh

can be realized in monolithic form has made possible the design

of a circuit which overcomes many of the disadvantages

inherent in the switching-type of frequency translation filter.

A detailed examination of the system has been presented

and the results of this have led to an understanding of the

design requii'ements which must be fulfilled to optimise its

performance with respect to dynamic range and desensitivity.

Throughout the analysis it has been assumed that the ratio

of the bandwidth of the filter to the center frequency is very

small. This condition is not strictly necessary, however,

though it makes the design of most parts of the circuit some

what easier than in a broadband case. A.broadband filter may

be realized, in general, provided that the skirt selectivity of

thelc.\ptes stage issufficent to validate the assumptions originally

made' in the analysis of Sec. 2.2. The most important uses of

the frequency-translation filter, however, are in narrow-band
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applications.

The experimental studies, which have involved the

construction of three prototypes of this system in addition

to the measurement of component characteristics, have supported

the i;redictions made by the theory and have provided addit

ional information on aspects of the performance which could

not be predicted. A high-yield double-diffused device process

ing schedule (App. I ) has been developed and has since been

used with success by a number of workers in this laboratory.

The specific conclusions with regard to this selective

amplifier are as follows: The first-order independence

between gain, center frequency and bandwidth is its outstand

ing property which enables passbands with a wide variety of

characteristics to be realized. Because there is virtually a

one-to-one correspondence between the lowpass functions and

the bandpass functions which they generate in the system, it

should be possible to synthesize bandpass functions with

greater accuracy than is possible in linear active RC schemes.

If feedback is used, however, it is necessary that its

effects on the transfer function be known precisely. Further

more, the narrowness of the passband depends only on the

availability of suitably long time-constants for the lowpass

' stage. Tuning of the amplifier is accomplished simply by

varying the local oscillator frequency and this may be done

over a small frequency range without any other adjustment in

the system. Wider variations in center frequency, however,

must be accompanied by a readjustment of the phase-shift
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network, if distortion is to be minimized. Comparisons•of the

system with and without negative feedback show that the

improvement of performance with feedback well justifies its

use.

In the design of the system it is desirable that the

circuit be realized on as few silicon dies as possible,- and

that these dies should be mounted in such a way as to obtain

very close thermal coupling between them. Thermal tracking is

also enhanced by minimizing the power dissipated in the

components and, since three or more stages are direct-coupled

in each channel, the voltage drop across each stage should be

minimized. The basic design relations for the individual

functional blocks have been given and it appears, on the basis

of the parameters'of typical integrated circuit components,

that system center frequencies of up to 10 Ivlc/s may be obtained

without difficulty. Prom the work reported here, it is not

possible to predict, with any confidence, the ultimate

performance of the system; but it is certain that a significant

improvement in performance would result from the use of a

smaller number of circuit dies and finex- tolerances on circuit

processing.

The main obstacle to monolithic realizations has been ^aen

to occur in cases where the center frequency or bandwidth

require the use of long time-constants in the lowpass and

phase-shift sections. If these time-constants are beyond the

range of simple MOS capacitor-diffused resistor products,

either a r,i:ltiplied-ca}?acitance or hybrid construction nay be
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used.

In comparing this scheme with the linear active RC class

of selective amplifiers, (in particular, the circuits described

in Refs. 5 and 6) two notable disadvantages become apparent.

In the first place, the frequency translation system is more

complex, in terms of components, by a factor of 5 to 10. In

the second place, it requires more adjustments than other types

although, at the present state-of-the-art in integrated

circuits, no high-performance, adjustment-free circuit is

possible. For these reasons it is not realistic to imagine

that this system is appropriate for the large number of

"entertainment" and commercial applications whose relatively

modest requirements may be met by simpler circuits. However,

this system has properties which are, perhaps, unique in this

area and in more demanding applications such as in intrument-

ation and communications, the special properties of the frequ

ency translation filter may be used to advantage.
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APPENDIX I: PROCESSING DETAILS.

The circuits described above are fabricated in 12 micron

1 ohm-cm n-type epitaxial silicon, commercially grown on a

5 ohm-cm p-type substrate. The processing schedule is given

in Table A.l and is based on a quantity of data accumulated in

this laboratory as well as information in the literature*-^ ,J •

Before the first oxidation step, the wafers are cleaned

twice in concentrated sulphuric acid at 95 C and then rinsed

in 12<& hydrofluoric acid at room temperature. Immediately

before all other furnace steps, except aluminum sintering, the

wafers are again rinsed for 10 sec. in 127& HF. The withdrawal

of wafers from a furnace is always carried out in a dry Np

atmosphere at a slow rate so that the cooling of the wafer from

the hot-zone temperature to room temperature takes about 2

minutes. This step is believed to minimize the concentration

of surface-states in the wafer.

The choice of the isolation predeposit and drive-in

conditions is influenced by two phenomena which have been

observed after the wafer has been processed at high temp

eratures. When the boron predeposit is carried out at temp

eratures above 1000°C, the unoxidized silicon frequently

* Ref. 30 contains a useful bibliography on this subject.
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develops etch-pits which are distributed randomly across the

wafer. These resemble a "criss-cross" pattern of scratches

a few microns in length, aligned in specific crystalographic

.directions. Since halides are known to etch silicon at high

temperatures, •* it is assumed that the traces of iodine,

produced by the decomposition of the BI^ doping source in the.

furnace, are responsible. Although etching can be- inhibited

by the addition of 1$ oxygen to the furnace gas, the problem

has been avoided in this case by performing all predeposits

below 1000°C. The second phenomenon is the appearance of

black irregular spots, typically 5/^across, on the unoxidized

silicon during the isolation drive-in (1175°C). These spots,

whose exact composition is not known, are very resistant to

acid etches and are believed to contain boron or nitrogen

compound* of silicon*. Although their presence does not result

in any detectable degradation of final circuit performance,

they can interfere with subsequent masking operations.

Therefore, the exposed silicon is protected during the drive-

in by the growth of an oxide film which is kept very thin to

minimize gettering of the boron.

After step 7, the emitter drive-in, contact windows are

opened on the wafer and the transistors are probed. At this

stage the base width is approximately 2 micron and the typical

6 range is 8 - 15. The desired base width of 1 micron is

then obtained by a series of trimming diffusions during which

the e-b junction is driven down into the wafer at a faster rate

* See note on "boron-film" in Ref. 33.
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than the c-b junction. The trimming procedure consists of a

r^ series of short non-oxidizing.diffusions, after each of which

the B of selected transistors is checked. The trimming is •

continued until a minimum/? of 40 "is obtained and normally

Q takes 30 to 60 minutes beyond the initial drive-in. .because

** of uncertainties in junction-depth measurements, the exact

• base~wid+h is not know, but. it has been found that the value

of obtained by probing provides an, indirect but reliable

measure of this parameter. This is due to the fact that {3Q in

these devices is limited by the emitter injection efficiency

which, in turn, is related to the base width*. (See Appendix

II).

In the aluminum sintering step the withdrawal of the

wafers from the furnace is begun 10 minutes after loading and

continues over a period of 20 minutes, after which the wafers

are almost at room temperature. The necessity for such an

annealing process has not been demonstrated conclusively,

however, and some workers consider the speed of withdrawal to

be unimportant.

Representative parameters of bipolar transistors fabricated

according to this schedule have been given above in Table 6.1.

^ Specimens of these transistors have .also been angle-lapped and
+

examined with the scanning electron-beam microscope.

* An independant series of experiments, performed by W.G
Howard in this laboratory, has shown a strong correlation
between/3 and base-width as measured by tne sheet resistance Of
a large-a?ea base diffusion buried beneatn a large-area emitter
diffusion.

+ These measurements were carried out in this laboratory by
N.'.P McDonald.

•- !r

•'< 'S--r. .•.•.£.'.• ••-. -?l
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Photomicrographs show diffusions of good planarity, but

narrow base widths (in the range 0.5-0.7 micron) than t'hostc

measured using the groove-and-stain technique.(approx. 1

micron.)



Table A.l

Summary of processing steps

Process {Temperature

! °c

1. Initial

oxidation .j

2. Isolation

predeposit •
!

3. Isolation •
drive-in j

4. Base

predeposit

5. Base
drive-in

6. Emitter
predeposit

7. Emitter
drive-in

8. Emitter
trim

9. Aluminum
sinter

1150°

985°

1175°

950*

1175

950*

1100'

1100

525

Time and

'atmosphere*

30 min wet Op

3 min dry Np

j60 min N /BI.
i n j

Sheet

resistance

(ohm/square)!

20-25

5 min dry Np

5 min dry 0? \
15 hr. dry Np

30 min N2/BI3 !48-52
t

i

10 min wet Op "

110 min dry 02 '150-180
3 min dry Np

i
30 rain Ng/P^ ;9-12

!
i

\
I

10 min wet 0,

5 min dry Np

2-5 steps of
15 min dry Np

30 min dry Np

i 4-6

91.

Tunctioni
depth +
(micron)

j0.4(oxide)

>12

3.6-3.8

2.6-3.0

* All flow rates: 1 liter/min. V/et Op obtained by passing Op

through DI v/ater at 95°C.
+ Measured by groove-and-stain technique.
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The dependence of the fi of a double-diffused transistor

on its geometry and doping levels is given approximately by:-

ftx„ xf-X21 . /EB + * + Fg + ?er .(.a)
0 PbLPE 2VnB

where p^ and f>^ are the mean resistivities of the emitter and

collector regions, respectively, X-n is the base-width, and

It,, bn-y are the mean diffusion lengths of minority carriers in

the emitter and base, respectively. The terms F and FT,„ are
s i.R

surface recombination and emitter depletion-layer recombination

terms, respectively. The first term of (A.l) represents the

injection efficiency limitation on /? and the second, the effect

of bulk recombination. Calculations based on experimental data

have lee to the conclusion that with the doping levels which

the process of App. I produces, f3 is injection-efficiency

limited for base-widths greater than about 2 micron. For

narrower base-widths, .# is probably surface and bulk limited.
/ o

To illustrate this, the following two numerical examples,

based on experimental results, are presented:

* For a more accurate expression, see Ref. 6.
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(1) Base: Junction depth XBQ = 3.6 micron.
1 ft __ -j

Surface concentration N fi = 5x10' atom cm" .

(See Ref. 3D

Emitter: Junction depth X.^ = 1.0 micron.
19 -3

Surface concentration N ,, = 5*10 atom cm -.

Base-width X,. = 2.6 micron.

Mean bn..*e resistivity /?„ - 0.1 ohm-cm. (See Ref. 31.)

Mean emitter resistivity p„ = 0.005 ohm-cm.

The mean emitter diffusion length is estimated, on the

basis of published results •* as 1 micron.

Substituting these values in (A.l) yields the result:

fa < 8.
which is in good agreement with measured values, which

are in the range 5-10.

(2) The calculation is now repeated for a narrower base-

width. In this case XCB =3.6 micron, XEB =2.6 micron

and X-d = 1 micron. With the same surface concentrations

as in (1), the mean resistivities become:

A^ = 1 ohm-cm

/°E = 0.005 ohm-cm

wliich lead to:

fa <210
Typical measured values in this case are in the range

35-100, which indicates the dominance of surface and bulk

recombination.
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